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What is Wholesale? Is it for me?
• Working with buyers like restaurants, schools, institutions, & retail
stores.
• Wholesale can be key component of successful farm business.

• While lower price point than retail, larger volumes and efficiency can make
it just as or more profitable

• Planning and preparation are key to successful wholesale
operations.
• Is it right for your farm?
• Products
• Pricing
• Logistics

Farmer Thoughts on Wholesale:
“This is the thing about
wholesaling- if I have a 20 person
CSA I have to bag 20 heads of
lettuce. It takes a lot of time. If I sell
lettuce to a restaurant, I take my
plastic bag out to the field before
the sun hits the greens, I cut them, I
throw it in the bag, I weigh it, I label
it and I deliver it. It takes me way
less time.“
– Dani Baker, Cross Island
Farm, Wellesley Island, NY

Cross Island Farm produces Certified Organic Pastured Pork, Goat, Beef, and
"Just Laid" Eggs , fruits and vegetables, and other all-natural produce.

Is wholesale for me: Products
PRODUCTS
• No minimum quantity threshold, up to you
• Buyers will “get what they can” from you to start
• Not expected to have everything they need
• Talk to anchor buyers about their needs, your capabilities
• Don’t over produce based on buyers, do what you’re comfortable with
before scaling
• Grow/raise what you’re good at, not for buyer demand
• What quantities will be available?
• Growing/raising just for wholesale or retail channels too?
• Put more to wholesale later in season?
• More for your internal planning than for buyers

Farmer Thoughts on Quantity
“The biggest advantage to wholesale marketing is
that it allows you to diversify your market so that
you can be very flexible with any surplus produce
you have. It’s very difficult with produce to pin
down exactly how much you’re going to need to
supply the markets you have. In a really good
year your yields could be double what they
normally are, and in a really bad year you could
get wiped out in that particular crop. We
generally grow a little bit extra than what we
think we need just to balance that, and at the
same time we’ve been able to sell the surplus.“
-Chaw Chang, Stick & Stone
Farm, Ithaca, NY

Stick and Stone Farm raises certified organic vegetables,
flowers and free range chicken eggs

Is wholesale for me: Pricing
PRODUCTS, cont.
• Think about your case sizes, picking and packing
• Flats vs cartons, Cases vs bunches
• Do you have the team and labor for this, what materials might you need?

PRICING
• Know your input costs (seed, feed, labor, etc.)
• Selling less but at a profit is preferable to more sales at a price point that
will lead to financial shortfall
• Buyers judged on taste, yours are premium products
• Can work your products into their menu selectively at first

Is wholesale for me: Pricing
PRICING, cont.
• Research pricing in your area at farmers markets, stores and distributors
• NOFA-NY, Terminalmarkets.com, Veggie Compass, Cabbige

• Volume discounts, special situations, different pricing over the course of
the season

• Terms
• Buy now, pay later
• Wholesale buyers will eventually want terms from you
• Establish relationship with buyer before terms
• Credit card or COD until then

Farmer Thoughts on Pricing
“Don’t feel you have to give new
buyers terms right away, be careful to
establish a good payment history from
new buyers before offering to let them
pay on terms. Offering volume
discounts can reward your buyers for
purchasing more from you. Make sure
you can afford a discount price before
offering one just to get a sale.”
-Don Cascun Cascun Farm
Greene, NY

Cascun farm raises chicken, ducks, geese, turkey and rabbits in
Greene, NY

Is wholesale for me: Logistics
LOGISTICS

• Do you want to deliver yourself?
• Where, when, lead times, order minimums, & delivery fees
• Already taking a truck to a farmers market or CSA drop?

• Are there other farms nearby to partner with?

• Product mix and expanded delivery options for buyer

• Do you want a third party to handle delivery for you?
• Some will just deliver and be paid for that, harder to find
• Distributors or Wholesalers will buy from you and re-sell and handle the logistics and
sales themselves
• Will be lower price point than direct to restaurants/stores yourself
• Lose control of brand and direct relationship with buyers

• You can do some of each: Your own, third party, & sell to
distributor/wholesaler

Farmer Thoughts on Logistics
“I actually do a lot of deliveries. I
deliver to the butcher shop as well as
most of my restaurants except one
that picks up at the farmers market.
On the farm I’ve upgraded to two
commercial-sized refrigerators, I have
five freezers, and then I also
upgraded from a little pickup truck to
a larger truck for my deliveries.”
– Tanya Moyer Mulligan Creek
Acres, Sprakers, NY
Mulligan Creek Acres raises premium, pastured, purebred Berkshire
pork, meat chickens and turkeys.

Is wholesale for me?
Certifications & Insurance

• No specific requirements needed for wholesale
• Talk to buyers about growing methods and inputs
• Encourage farm visits
• Have internal food safety plan for buyers if requested

• GAP (Good Agricultural Practices)

• Common certification asked for by large buyers
• Programs can help you obtain GAP certification
• Can follow GAP without being certified

• Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA)
• 2017 and on implementation and enforcement unclear
• Small farmer exemption, $500k gross sales & 275mi radius majority of sales, not just
for wholesale
• Record keeping is key

Farmer Thoughts on Wholesale
“The single most important part of doing wholesale vs. going the farmers market route is that
we have guaranteed customers that are placing orders ahead of time, and we know the
product is sold before leaving the farm. Being able to sell at volume and having a committed
sale turned out to be the best route for us. Despite getting a little bit less per item than at a
market, we don’t suffer from the costs of doing the markets along with the uncertainty of how
many sales we would get each week. Our first year we did both markets and wholesale but
quickly switched to entirely wholesale.”
-Cascun Farm
“I think the advantages are that you have dedicated customers through the direct relationships
you build. By building those dedicated customers, you even out the flow of your business
throughout the year”
–Mulligan Creek Acres
“Chefs tend to like food. If you have food that is high quality, they’ll at least be interested to see
what you’ve got.”
–Stick & Stone Farm
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